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CEO’s struggle to hedge themselves against FX volatility 



Top challenges treasury managers face
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Source: Deloitte 2019 Global Tresury Survey  

The FX market is one of the most
volatile markets in the world due
to the current levels of global
political and economic uncertainty.

The 2019 Deloitte survey revealed
currency risk plays a critical component
in the most pressing strategic challenges for 
treasurer managers. 

FX volatility has been among the top 3
strategic challenges since 2017

Many corporate treasuries are unable to make 
informed decisions When it comes to managing
FX risk and building associated hedging strategies 
due to the lack of capacity to process the data. On 
top of internal factors, such as the reliability of staff 
within those locations and keeping systems up to 
date, there are external factors such as managing 
liquidity and counterparty credit with various 
financial institutions.



Source: Cambridge Global Payments article by Darryl Hood 5

Companies underestimate randomness of the FX market

What will AI mean for treasury?
The treasury toolbox will increasingly migrate away from 
an industry powered by Excel spreadsheets to one 
comprised of APIs and code. 

Financial models becoming the equivalent of 
applications built to access ever-growing data streams, 
where more traditional bankers are largely replaced by 
data scientists and apps.



Currency hedging powered by data analytics and benchmarks

BankingCorporate treasury Pension funds
and hedge funds
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OptionOMX25 companies export DKK 100 billion+ to USA  

7Source: Dansk Industri 2019

Danish export by country       DKK bnDanish export DKK 900 bn

(C25=100 mia)

USDDKK



Benchmarking research reveals DKK 1 billion in annual savings  
in USD exposure among the largest Danish companies

Source: Calculation is based on aggregated benchmarked trades from select C25 companies and extrapolated based on 2019 DK to US export figures from “Statistics Denmark” 8
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USDDKK Benchmark 



OptionOMX25 companies export DKK 100 billion+ to USA  
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Danish export by country       DKK bnDanish export DKK 900 bn

(C25=100 mia)

Source: Calculation is based on aggregated benchmarked trades from select C25 companies and extrapolated based on 2019 DK to US export figures from “Statistics Denmark” 

USDDKK Benchmark 



USDDKK Benchmark indicate savings of DKK 5 billion in 5 yrs
when comparing a forward outright strategy vs the OptionX AI
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USDDKK

Source: Calculation is based on aggregated benchmarked trades from select C25 companies and extrapolated based on 2019 DK to US export figures from “Statistics Denmark” 

USDDKK Benchmark 
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We benchmarked 8 years of DKKGBP with 12 month rolling hedges



12Source: OptionX app on Bloomberg with 8 trades from 2013-2020 of DKK 100 billion in GBP exposure.

GBPDKK benchmark reveal DKK 21 million in annual savings opportunity



13Source: OptionX app on Bloomberg with 8 trades from 2013-2020 of DKK 100 billion in GBP exposure.

Forward Outright GBPDKK Benchmark Results

95% of companies hedge 95% of their FX exposure using forward contracts



GBPDKK benchmark with risk metrics

14Source: OptionX app on Bloomberg with 8 trades from 2013-2020 of DKK 100 billion in GBP exposure.

Hedge Max AI

The Hedge Maximization AI is designed to lower volatility with max profits



GBPDKK Benchmark Results

15Source: OptionX app on Bloomberg with 8 trades from 2013-2020 of DKK 100 billion in GBP exposure.

Premium Cost AI

The Premium Cost AI is limited to zero cost structures, but enables 
companies to implement a hedging strategy without any upfront premiums 



How do I get started?
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https://optionx.ai/hedgeHedging Performance
Benchmark
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Net Results
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Request a hedging performance 
benchmark report for free

App available on Bloomberg 
terminal with real-time results

Get a second opinion for free on 
your next FX hedge

Benchmark Bloomberg Web

Integration to seamlessly to push 
automated hedging suggestions

White Label

Integration / API 

For banks & payment companies 



Companies can request a free benchmark report and
quantify expected impact on cash flow and hedging performance

17Notes: Sample data for illustrative purposes only.
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Illustrative example

Benchmark



Strong interest from banks and MNC on Bloomberg Terminal

18Source: Bloomberg Terminal – Application Management APPM

Bloomberg



Get a second opinion at
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Submit web query… … to receive same day email response with custom hedging recommendation

https://optionx.ai/hedge
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Email
response

Web

Source: OptionX website and one-page recommentation
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Thank you
Hedge financial assets with real-time insights

from millions of benchmark results

Contact

Tao Bindslev
Tel +45 25945050

Email: tb@optionx.ai

www.option.ai

mailto:tb@optionx.ai
http://www.option.ai/

